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BIOGRAPHY: 
 
 Northern Irish born Sinead McKeever lives in Belfast 
where she graduated Master of Fine Art with Distinction 
in 2008 at Belfast School of Art, University of Ulster. She 
works from Queen Street Studios and Art Gallery at 
Bedford Street, Belfast.   
Sinead McKeever’s practice is process led, drawing, 
sculptural objects and site-responsive installations 
inhabit and challenge boundaries, edges and awkward 
spaces. These navigated sculptural environments are 
proposals for addressing the present to be experienced. 
During the Belfast International Arts Festival, McKeever 
showed Circuit (2016) at the Queen Street Studios 
Gallery, Brian McAvera reviewed her work in Sculpture: 

             ‘…The sensibility at work in ‘Circuit’ is   extremely 
interesting. At first glance, it breathes an aura of cool 
formality, almost industrial in its essence, an impression 
reinforced by its method construction. This sense is 
counterpointed, however, by the mirrors, which 
introduce perceptual uncertainty and, in conjunction 
with the lighting, create both shadow effects and 
reflections, all varying according to the time of day.’ 1 
 
McKeever’s constructs are fluid and playfully integrated 
into the spaces, the tailored components highlight her 
interests in geometry, architecture, systems and codes. Belfast International Arts Festival, Sinead McKeever Tipping Point  

Exhibition Circuit (2016) at the Queen Street Studios Gallery  

In her recent Solo exhibition ANTENNA at Millennium Court Arts Centre, Dr. Slavka Sverakova describes ‘the 
transformatory power’ of McKeever’s exhibition’ in a recent essay:    
      ‘…McKeever’s installation effortlessly seduces the useful rational construction to abandon 
          its mathematical precision and to join in a play. It is a play determined to involve the  
          whole scale of real and imagined, haptic and reflected. Its willing collaborator – light –  
          joins in with a verve of youthful energy.’2  
Star Crossed was exhibited in 188th ANNUAL Royal Hibernian Academy Exhibition, 22/05/18- 11/08/2018.  
Since 2006 McKeever has received awards from Arts Council Northern Ireland SIAP. Student Art and Awards Show, RDS, 
Dublin. Selected artist, invitation to show at the Royal Ulster Academy 125th Annual Exhibition. Short listed artist for 
Phoenix Natural Gas Commission with cash prize.  
McKeever’s artworks can be found in Arts Council Northern Ireland, Yamaha Music School Ireland Collection, Phoenix 
Natural Gas Collection, and Private collections. 
 1 Sculpture December 2017 Vol. 36 No.10.  A publication of the International Sculpture Center www.sculpture.org Review by Brian McAvera, There 
but Not There, pages 38-43.  
2 Slavka Sverakova | on Art https://slavkasverakova.wordpress.com/2018/04/13/sinead-mckeever-antenna-millennium-court-art-centre-portadown-feb-2-
march28-2018/ 
 

 ARTIST STATEMENT: 
My practice is process-oriented. Having adopted a flexible approach, I consider different modes of interrogation in site-specific 
contexts. Artworks are created by using a variety of manufacturing processes and handmade crafted elements. I like to tease out 
competing concepts of communication and miscommunication and playfully interact with both the architectural structures and the 
constraints in the gallery spaces. These sculptural objects and site-responsive installations (Media: Paper and Aluminium) address 
architectural, industrial, domestic and public ideals and concepts. Elements of camouflage, pattern and light are integrated into 
artworks. The reflective and mirrored surfaces are enhanced by lights being bounced off the structures and transferred to the 
surrounding space, creating new ephemeral works and more fluid responses to the site. Artworks are constructed in-situ with pre-
cut elements and their placement at times are dependent on existing architectural structures.  
 
 



 
Image 2: K W ANTENNA, 2018, Mirrored Dibond, Butterfly Nuts, Reflective tape, Mirrored Plexiglas. ANTENNA Exhibition Millennium Court Arts Centre.  
 
 

 
Images 3and 4: Star Crossed (I), Mirrored Dibond, LED Lights. 188th ANNUAL Royal Hibernian Academy Exhibition, 22/05/18- 11/08/2018.   


